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Collisional Stability of Double Bose Condensates
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(Received 13 November 1996)

This paper presents quantitative calculations of collisional loss rates for pure23Na or 87Rb atoms in a
binary mixture of hyperfine statesjF, Ml. We find that the recent observation of a dual Bose condens
consisting of87Rb j1, 21l andj2, 2l atoms is unique and will not occur in Na. We attribute this to th
unexpectedly small inelastic spin-exchange rate associated with87Rb s-wave hyperfine collisions. This
fortuitous result arises from nearly equals5.45 6 0.26 nmd scattering lengths for two colliding87Rb
atoms in theirj1, 21l or j2, 2l states. [S0031-9007(97)02586-6]

PACS numbers: 34.50.Pi, 05.30.Jp, 32.80.Pj
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The remarkable achievement of Bose-Einstein cond
sation (BEC) in weakly interacting atomic systems [1,
has led to widespread interest in the measurement
theory of condensate properties. Ho and Shenoy
recently presented a mean field treatment within t
Thomas-Fermi approximation for binary mixtures o
Bose condensates. The formation of a binary mixtu
makes possible experimental studies on interpenet
ing superfluids and their phase separation. Myattet
al. [4] have produced a dual condensate consisting
the jF  1, M  21l and jF  2, M  2l hyperfine
states of87Rb atoms by using sympathetic cooling of on
hyperfine component by the other. The existence o
large, stable condensate of asingle component requires
a positive scattering length for elastic collisions of th
identical species, as well as a small inelastic collisional d
struction rate. Effective sympathetic cooling requires th
the elastic collision rate for momentum transfer betwe
the two components is large, and that the inelastic co
sion rate that converts either component to an untrapp
species is small. Myattet al. [4] measured the inelastic
destruction rate coefficient between the two compone
to be surprisingly small,2.2 6 0.9 3 10214 cm3ys.

Collisions between ground state alkali atoms take pla
on two molecular potentialsVSsRd: one associated with
the X1S1

g state with total electron spinS  0, and one
associated with thea3S1

u state withS  1. At ultracold
temperatures these potentials are characterized by a
of scattering lengthsAS , which are crucial in determining
the magnitude of the elastic and inelastic collision rate
The scattering length is a measure of the low energy ph
shift, h  2kAS , of the asymptotic wave, sinskR 1 hd,
for two interacting atoms, relative to the phase,kR, of two
noninteracting atoms; herek is the relative momentum
of the separated atoms. This paper presents quan
scattering calculations which show the inelastic ra
coefficients for Na and for87Rb as a function of the
scattering lengths. We also introduce a model whi
explains why the loss rates for hyperfine transitions due
spin-exchange collisions is minimized when the singletA0
and tripletA1 scattering lengths are almost equal. Give
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the experimental constraints on the scattering lengths
inelastic destruction rate for87Rb, we find that Nature
has provided a happy confluence of these two leng
This suggests that there is a serendipitous reason
sympathetic cooling and dual condensates have b
observed for87Rb. Burke et al. [5] have come to a
similar conclusion. Our estimates suggest that no s
fortuitous agreement exists between the scattering len
in Na, and thus high inelastic collisional loss rates w
occur.

Na and 87Rb both have a nuclear spin of3y2
and ground hyperfine levels withF  1 and 2. The
jF  1, M  21l and jF  2, M  2l states, hereafte
designated the lowerL and upperU states, respectively
are both “weak field seeking” states that can be trappe
a magnetic field with a local minimum. For atom trap
used in BEC, a small bias field on the order of1024 T is
present. This field is weak enough that the zero-field lim
quantum numbers are approximately good. In additi
at BEC temperatures, onlys-wave collisions with relative
atomic angular momentum equal to zero contribute
the collision rate. U 1 U elastic collisions occur on the
a3S1

u potential and thusAUU  A1. A1 is measured to be
s109 6 10da0 for 87Rb [6] s1a0  0.052 917 7 nmd and
is calculated for Na to be106179

230a0 [7] and s85 6 3da0

[8]. In contrast, the scattering lengthALL for L 1 L
collisions depends on both thea3S1

u andX1S1
g potential,

and generally is not equal to eitherA0 or A1. ALL is
measured to bes87 6 21da0 for 87Rb [9] and s52 6 5da0
for Na [8].

Inelastic collisions occur by two distinct physica
mechanisms which have different selection rules: sp
exchange interactions or spin-dipole interactions [1
The spin-exchange mechanism is inherently stro
depending on the chemical exchange force that sp
the a3S1

u and X1S1
g molecular potentials as the charg

clouds of the two atoms overlap. At zero magne
field spin-exchange transitions are only possible if t
following quantum numbers are conserved: the relat
angular momentum, of the two atoms, the resultan
spin angular momentumf of the two atomsa and b,
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. KULsA0, A1d versusA0 andA1 at zero magnetic field for (a) Na and for (b)87Rb. The gray scale is logarithmic, rangin
from a maximum (white)1029 cm3ys to a minimum (black)10215 cm3ys. The approximately parallel lines for Na bracket th
region where the calculatedL 1 L scattering lengthALL varies between47a0 and57a0, consistent with Ref. [8]. The box for Rb
is expanded in Fig. 3.
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where f  Fa 1 Fb, and the projectionm of f on the
space fixed axis,m  Ma 1 Mb . On the other hand,
the spin-dipole mechanism is inherently weak, depend
on relativistic spin-dependent forces proportional to t
square of the fine-structure constant. For an entra
channels wave, spin-dipolar transitions require ad-wave
s,  2d exit channel. Collisions which changef, m,
and/or , only occur by the spin-dipolar mechanism
and consequently have rate coefficients on the orde
10215 cm3ys [10,11].

Inelastic collision rates forU 1 U or L 1 L involve
only the weak spin-dipolar mechanism and thus tend
be small in alkali traps, permitting trap lifetimes of 10
or longer. On the other hand, the inelastic collisions
L 1 U can occur by the strong spin-exchange mec
nism, where a rate coefficient exceeding10210 cm3ys is
possible. This naturally raises the question as to why
observed rate coefficient in87Rb is so small.

We use standard close coupling techniques to ca
late rate coefficients for any pair of collision partne
sFaMa, FbMbd going to any other pairsF0

aM 0
a, F0

bM 0
bd

[8,10,11]. We carried out calculations to verify that
1024 T bias field does not modify our conclusions, an
thus we present results in the limit of zero field. Th
calculations are based upon the atomic hyperfine inte
tion of each atom, the rotation of the nuclei about th
center of mass, the spin-spin magnetic dipole interacti
the second-order spin-orbit interaction for87Rb [11], and
the adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer potentials for theX1S1

g

and a3S1
u states. Although the potentials are well cha

acterized at long range, there are uncertainties assoc
with the short range chemical bonding region. We adj
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the inner region of these potentials [8,11] in order to stud
the effects the uncertainties have on the scattering lengt
and thus the collision rates.

To give a picture of the topology ofKULsA0, A1d [12],
the sum of all inelastic collision rate coefficients (in-
cluding depolarization) for removingU and L atoms
from the trap due to aU 1 L collision (ÙnU  ÙnL 
2KULnUnL, where n indicates density), we variedA0

and A1 over a range that greatly exceeds their exper
mental uncertainties. Figure 1 summarizes our calcul
tions for KULsA0, A1d at a collision energy of 100 nK for
both 87Rb and Na. This represents a thermally aver
aged rate, sinceKUL is independent of collision energy
at BEC temperatures [10]. Although contributions from
both spin-exchange and spin-dipolar mechanisms are
cluded, KUL is dominated by the spin-exchange contri
bution, except possibly at the low end of its range nea
10215 cm3ys. KUL includes the depolarization processes
U 1 L ! jF  2, M  1l 1 jF  1, M  0l andU 1

L ! jF  2, M  0l 1 jF  1, M  1l. Although de-
polarization processes are suppressed at zero magn
field due to threshold properties of the exit channel, the
lead to a factor of 3 increase inKUL at 1024 T.

The two panels in Fig. 1 show a strikingly similar
topology that can be explained in terms of the bas
physics of these collisions. The figure shows two narro
dark bands corresponding to small rate coefficients on t
order of 10214 cm3ys. One band runs diagonally, and
corresponds to the case whereA0 andA1 are nearly equal.
The second band runs vertically, independent ofA0. This
general topology repeats itself as one adds or remov
bound states from theX1S1

g and thea3S1
u potentials [11].
1881
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FIG. 2. Adiabatic potentials for87Rb for the 3 3 3 model
of s-wave exchange scattering forFtot  f  2. The inset
shows the potentials forR . Rx fVasRxd ø 216 Kg, where
the dotted line represents a 100 nKL 1 U collision. The
solid line labeledjyl represents the location of a bound sta
(Feshbach resonance) for thea  3 potential that is consisten
with all experimental data. Ajyl that is degenerate with the
dotted line gives rise to the dark vertical bands shown in Fig

Over most of the plane in Fig. 1(b),KUL is larger by one
or more orders of magnitude than the measured value
2.2 3 10214 cm3ys for 87Rb [4].

A simple three-channel, zero magnetic field, mod
Hamiltonian explains the existence of the vertical a
diagonal bands [11]. In this model, the total angu
momentum Ftot is a good quantum number and w
can use a total angular momentum basis,jsFaFb df,Ftotl
for our calculations [8,11]. Furthermore, onlyFtot  2
contributes tos-wave spin-exchangeU 1 L collisions
and only threeFtot  f  2 s-wave channels exist. The
represent the atomic statessFaFbd  s22d, s21d, ands11d,
and are strongly coupled by the exchange interaction.
this modelKUL equals the rate coefficient for scatterin
from sFaFbd  s21d to sFaFbd  s11d. Figure 2 shows
the three adiabatic potentialsa  1, 2, and 3 for 87Rb
found from diagonalizing the3 3 3 interaction matrix.
For R ¿ Rx, these three potentials are parallel, ha
the same van der Waals potential2C6yR6, and are
separated by the atomic hyperfine splitting. HereRx is
the distance where theR-dependent exchange splittin
equals the hyperfine splitting. ForR ø Rx the a  2
and 3 potentials correlate with thea3S1

u potential, and
the lowest potential correlates with theX1S1

g potential.
Note that atRx (22a0 for 87Rb and 21a0 for Na) the
binding energy of the three potentials is large compa
to the exchange and hyperfine splittings. Moreover, b
splittings are very large compared with the entran
channel collision energy.

The diagonal and vertical bands in Fig. 1 result fro
two distinct ways by whichKUL can become small
The diagonal band occurs because of phase matc
nearRx between the incoming wave function in chann
1882
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2 and the outgoing wave function in channel 1. Th
adiabatic potentials nearRx are so deep (several K
that the accelerated atoms move through the region n
Rx quickly and the motion need not be adiabatic.
fact, the adiabatic channels are strongly coupled by
operator O12  sMtdMydRd12dydR [11], where M is
the 3 3 3 matrix that diagonalizes the3 3 3 interaction
matrix. The coupling matrix elementsMtdMydRd12 is
strongly localized within a fewa0 around Rx , and the
probability of the spin-exchange transition from chann
2 to 1 is proportional to the square of the matrix eleme
kC1jO12jC2l. The scattering wave functions for th
adiabatic channels,Ci, are proportional to sinbisRd, i 
1, 2, where bisRd represents the phase accumulated
to R. Thus, because of thedydR operator this matrix
element will beminimalwhen the two wave functions are
nearly in phase, b1sRxd ø b2sRxd, in the strong coupling
region. Because of the depth of the potentials atRx , the
bisRxd are nearly independent of collision energy over
energy range comparable to the atomic hyperfine splitti
Additionally, since the potentials betweenRx and ` are
nearly parallel (see Fig. 2), the phase picked up betw
Rx and ` will be almost the same for the two channe
when the asymptotic kinetic energies are the same. A
result, all scattering lengths, includingALL, A1, and A0,
are approximately equal. This is the condition that cau
the diagonal band of lowKUL in Fig. 1.

The vertical band in Fig. 1 is a resonance effect whi
results when the bound statejyl of the a  3 potential
(see Fig. 2) happens to coincide with theU 1 L collision
energy. The vertical band depends only onA1 because
the a  3 potential is essentially thea3S1

u potential. In
other words, by adjustingA1 it is possible to place a
bound state (resonance) at theU 1 L sa  2d collision
threshold. In this case, there is an interference betw
the direct path,a  2 ! a  1, and the indirect path,
a  2 ! a  3 (resonance)! a  1. For Na, the
resonance in question is the last bound state in thea  3
potential, whereas for87Rb it is the fourth from the last
bound state. The Eindhoven group [13] has propos
that these resonances can be moved using a magn
field so that a desired scattering length can be selec
A magnetic field can also shift the resonance close
threshold, thereby suppressing inelastic rates. Howe
the ø1024 T field in current traps will not move the
vertical bands perceptibly in Fig. 1.

Figure 3 presentsKUL for 87Rb at zero magnetic field
in the experimentally relevant domain of parameter spa
The rate coefficientKUL, AUU , andALL all lie within their
experimental uncertainty [14] in the hashed area of Fig.
Clearly, for all experimental data to be consistent,AUU

and ALL must be more similar then current experiment
measurements suggest. The hyperfine splitting of87Rb
ensures that the minimum value ofKUL does notexist
for A0  A1 s AUUd but actually has its minimum when
A0 ø A1 2 10a0. In Na, the hyperfine interaction is
smaller, and the corresponding shift is only2a0.
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FIG. 3. A blowup of the boxed region of Fig. 1(b) for87Rb.
The solid contours showKUL on a log scale. The contou
3.1 3 10214 cm3ys is the upper limit of the measuredKUL [4].
The dashed lines are calculated lines of constantALL showing
its experimental range ofs87 6 21da0 [9]. The vertical dot-
dashed lines show the measured experimental range forAUU 
A1  s109 6 10da0 [6].

When the inelasticKUL is sufficiently small, it is
legitimate to parametrizeU 1 L elastic collisions by a
real scattering lengthAUL, as used by Ho and Shenoy [3
in general,AUL would have a large imaginary compone
due to inelastic collisions. We find that in the hash
region of Fig. 3 our calculated values ofALL, AUU , and
AUL all lie in the ranges103 6 5da0. Moreover, the three
scattering lengths are correlated, never differing by m
than 4a0 from one another. A magnetic field of1024 T
causes an increase in the calculated rate coefficientKUL,
and thus the hashed region is a conservative estimate
the regime where all data are consistent.

Our calculations also constrain the range of oth
inelastic rate coefficients. In the diagonal band, all sp
exchange inelastic rate coefficients are small, for exam
for collisions of U with jF  2, M fi 2l states. The
hashed area of Fig. 3 constrains the zero-field spin-dip
loss rate coefficientKUU for U 1 U collisions s ÙnU 
2KUUn2

Ud [11] to lie between0.4 3 10215 cm3ys and
0.7 3 10215 cm3ys. At 1024 T, this rate coefficient is
increased by a factor of 3. Thus, the87Rb spin-dipolar
KUU should lie in the ranges1 2 2d 3 10215 cm3ys in a
typical magnetic trap for BEC.

The inelastic rates for Na provide a strong contrast
87Rb. The lines on Fig. 1(a) show the constraint pr
vided by the uncertainty inALL  s52 6 5da0 [8]. The
published values ofA1, 106179

230 [7] and s85 6 3da0 [8],
are derived from theory and constrainKUL to a region
having the order of magnitude10210 cm3ys. Our pre-
liminary analysis of recent unpublished photoassociat
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data for sFaFbd  s22d and s21d collisions suggests tha
our error range forA1 [8] may be overly optimistic; how-
ever, it will not qualitatively change this result. Quantita
tive constraints on inelastic rate coefficients for Na depe
on better experimental constraints onA1. Large inelastic
rate coefficients on the order of10210 cm3ys will cause
rapid depletion of trapped species and severely limit
prospects of evaporative and sympathetic cooling.

In conclusion, the spin-exchange inelastic collisio
rates are unusually small for87Rb because of a specia
coincidence ofA0 andA1. We calculate these rates to b
so large in Na that dual condensates ofU andL species
are unlikely. A similar statement will apply for othe
alkali systems with unequal scattering lengths, unle
there are threshold resonances as described above.
condensates may be possible between mixed spec
isotopes whenboth species/isotopes are in low-field
seeking states of the lower hyperfine manifold (or in t
doubly polarized state). The collisional loss rates go v
a dipolar mechanism, for example, a dual condensate
87Rb jF  1, M  21l and NajF  1, M  21l.

*Permanent address: James Franck Institute, University
Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637.
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